installing the new seat rails. Under the seat rails, be sure to remove and treat any corrosion before installation. Tip: The aircraft floor is subject to corrosion from moisture and requires fasteners when seat rails are installed.

After studying countless worn and failed seat rails these rails were designed with 15% more metal in critical areas. The result is more crack resistance, durability, strength and longer life.

Installation Tip: The aircraft floor make installation of new seat rails very difficult. For this reason, all seat rails were installed to precisely locate the attachment holes to match the holes in the aircraft floor. It is necessary to install all required fasteners when seat rails are installed.

Package of 1 ............................................... P/N 05-14950

$118.95

FUEL STRAINER SEAL KIT
Kit contains: Gasket and 3 O-Rings. Approved for Cessna models: 180*, J, K
P/N 05-01705 ........... $17.50

FS-KT-2 FUEL BOWL KIT (FAA-PMA)
Kit contains: 1 MC0756009-Gasket, MC0756008-1 Fuel bowl 1 MCMB3248/1-010 O-ring 1 MCMBS248/1-111 O-ring 1 MCMBS248/1-138 O-ring 1 MC0756015-1 Washer 1 MCS1573-3 Nut
P/N 05-04425 ........... $177.65

FS-KT-3 FUEL REBUILD KIT
Kit contains: 1 FS-KT-1 Gasket, MC0756008-1 Fuel bowl (1) MC0756015-1 Washer (1) MCS1573-3 Nut (1) MC0756010-11 Plunger (1) MC0756011-1 Standpipe (2) MCS149307 A7-032 Washer (1) 0756012-1 Spring
P/N 05-04426 ........... $422.00

FUEL STRAINER PLUNGER
MC0756010-11 • Special electro polished shaft for longer o-ring life. • McFarlane’s blue Viton rubber tip will outlast the original in any fuel
P/N 05-04424 ........... $160.75

FUEL STRAINER ASSEMBLY
P/N 05-04111 ........... $775.00

FUEL STRAINER AND CABLE KIT
Kit contains: Gasket Kit, Fuel Bowl, 2 Nut, Washer, Plunger, Standpipe, Spring, Top Assembly, Filter, and Strainer Drain Cable Approved for Cessna models: F180P, Q
P/N 05-04112 ........... $196.00

FUEL STRAINER BOWL
Engineered to last! Manufactured using improved materials for added strength and gold anodized for corrosion resistance. Machine machined (not die cast).
P/N 05-01704 ........... $208.95

FUEL STRAINER STANDPIPE
The last one you will buy! Stainless steel. No more corrosion pits or stripped threads. Costs less!
P/N 05-00281 ........... $215.95

CESSNA 177RG FUEL RESERVOIR DRAIN PLUNGER
For the Cessna Cardinal 177RG aircraft. McFarlane’s blue vulcanized Viton rubber tip will outlast the original in any fuel! All metal, one piece design eliminates the flimsy O-clips.

$308.00

REP. MODEL Serial No. Replaces
177RG 177RG0001 thru 177RG1366 2016021-4
F177RG F177RG0001 thru F177RG0177 2016021-4

FUEL STRAINER TOP ASSEMBLY FOR CESSNA AIRCRAFT
Applicable to many Cessna aircraft models. Assembly, part number MC0756005-2 includes multiple improvements to address corrosion related service problems with the original Cessna housing. The fuel inlet tube attached has also been improved with redundant methods of attachment to ensure a reliable, secure fit. FAA Approved.

$392.00

AEROTAR BELLCRANK FOR CESSNA
Aerotor 0514030-3 Bellcrank for Cessna.
P/N 08-15787 ........... $395.00

FUEL STRAINER SEAL KIT FOR CESSNA AIRCRAFT
For Cessna models using aluminum Gasket and “O” Rings. Kit contains: Gasket and 3 O-Rings
P/N 06-02463 ........... $8.75

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice